This paper introduces a novel independent component analysis (ICA) approach to the separation of nonlinear convolutive mixtures. The proposed model is an extension of the well-known post nonlinear (PNL) mixing model and consists of the convolutive mixing of PNL mixtures. Theoretical proof of existence and uniqueness of the solution under proper assumptions is provided. Feedforward and recurrent demixing architectures based on spline neurons are introduced and compared. Source separation is performed by minimizing the mutual information of the output signals with respect to the network parameters. More specifically, the proposed architectures perform on-line nonlinear compensation and score function estimation by proper use of flexible spline nonlinearities, yielding a significant performance improvement in terms of source pdf matching and algorithm speed of convergence. Experimental tests on different signals are described to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. r
Introduction
The interest of the scientific community for blind signal processing and in particular for blind source separation (BSS), performed through independent component analysis (ICA), has been considerably growing in last years. This interest is justified by the number of different approaches and applications. As a matter of fact, in several fields, from multimedia to telecommunications and biomedicine, ICA is currently employed to effectively remove interfering signals from the signal of interest. Furthermore it is interesting Conventional ICA must be properly extended in order to take into account the higher complexity of real environments. For this reason in last years more complex mixing environments have been introduced. The general formulation of a nonlinear hidden mixing model in a convolutive environment is x½n ¼ Ffs½n; . . . ; s½n À Lg,
where FfÁg is some nonlinear functional. Given the mixing environment (2) , the solution of the BSS problem is found by a proper transformation GfÁg y½n ¼ fy 1 ½n; . . . ; y N ½ng T ¼ Gfx½ng.
The issue of recovering the original sources in the general mixing model (2) with no particular a priori assumptions is affected by a strong nonuniqueness. To illustrate this, consider two independent random variables s 1 with uniform distribution in ½0; 2p and s 2 with Rayleigh distribution. Given the two nonlinear transformations y 1 ¼ s 2 cos s 1 and y 2 ¼ s 2 sin s 1 ; the random variables y 1 ; y 2 are still independent but are gaussian distributed [23] . This simple example shows that in many cases the independence constraint is not strong enough to recover the original sources, unless additional assumptions about the transformation FfÁg or the mixing and demixing model are made [18] . In practice the main issue is to find the theoretical conditions in terms of sources, mixing environment, recovering architecture, capable to guarantee the existence of the solution. For example in [16] a constructive approach to the separation problem in a general static nonlinear mixing environment was proposed. In this work a Gram-Schmidt procedure is employed to iteratively separate each component of the mixed signals. Uniqueness of the solution (up to some trivial nonuniqueness) is guaranteed if the number of sources is two, the mixing function FfÁg is a conformal zero preserving mapping and the densities of the independent components have a bounded known support.
A possible conformal mapping is the well-known PNL model [17] [18] [19] 23] . In this case a proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution with more than two sources was furnished [18] . In addition, a PNL convolutive mixing model was studied [22] , also when a static mixing after the PNL model is added [23] .
The solution of the general nonlinear convolutive ICA requires proper a priori assumptions concerning the mixing-demixing model. Using the same notation of (2) and (3), let Y be the set of all vectors y having independent components, defined by
where HfÁg in general has a nondiagonal Jacobian matrix. As a matter of fact, it is possible to find an infinite number of functions GfÁg such that y ¼ G x 2 Y; but not all of them have a diagonal Jacobian matrix. So most of the solutions in Y are not of interest, to mean that output independence by itself is a weak approach to the BSS problem in a general nonlinear environment.
In the following the issue of recovering original sources in the presence of a nonlinear convolutive mixing is explored. A priori knowledge of the mixing model is exploited to design the recovering network.
Model description
In this work the convolutive nonlinear mixing model of Fig. 1 is assumed. In Fig. 1 A is a N Â N matrix, F½r½n ¼ ½f 1 ½r 1 ½n; . . . ; f N ½r N ½n T is a N Â 1 vector of nonlinear functions (one for each channel) and Z½k is a FIR matrix where each element is a L Z -tap FIR filter [26] .
In formulas
Z½kF½As½n À k.
Interest in this novel mixing environment is justified mainly by its higher generality. Moreover the PNL model can be considered as a particular case of (5) . The recovering architecture is represented in Fig. 2 and is based on the so-called mirror model [27] . In Fig. 2 matrix W; vector G; and matrix B perform channel inversion, nonlinear compensation and static demixing, respectively. If W is implemented by a FIR matrix where each element is a L W -tap FIR filter, the outputs of the recovering structure can be written as
Knowledge about the mixing model is the key to avoid the strict nonuniqueness of the solution, in the sense of limiting the cardinality of all possible independent output solutions.
Source separability
The following proposition extends Lemma 1 formerly introduced in [19] and shows how the elements of Y can differ only for some trivial ambiguity, if the mixing model is (5) and the demixing model is (6). Proposition 1. Given the convolutive, nonlinear mixture model FfA; F; Zg (5) and the recovery model GfB; G; Wg (6), assuming that:
(a) A is a nonsingular matrix of nonzero entries; (b) Z½k is a convolutive mixing channel admitting an inverse; Assuming that the mixing environment is invertible, Proposition 1 guarantees the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of the BSS problem in the presence of white sources and FIR demixing matrices. In addition, experimental tests showed that good results were obtained also when an IIR demixing model was used to separate speech signals.
Demixing algorithms and architectures
The efficient design of the demixing strategy requires the choice of the proper demixing model, the cost function measuring independence of the outputs and an effective optimization method. In this section feedforward and recurrent networks will be proposed and investigated as effective demixing models. Network parameters will be iteratively adapted (i.e. learned) on the basis of a measure of the output independence. In particular, the independence of the outputs will be measured by considering the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between p Y ½y andp Y ½y ¼ Q N i¼1 p y i ½y i : Considering a demixing model with parameters U; the cost function to be minimized is
Hðy i Þ À HðyÞ ¼ IðyÞ.
ð8Þ
The proposed expression of KL divergence (8) is equivalent to the mutual information IðyÞ among the components of y½n and is a measure of independence well known in BSS field [2, 5, 10, [17] [18] [19] . Other approaches, instead of minimizing the output mutual information, maximize the output entropy HðyÞ: Anyway these methods have a serious limitation, since entropy maximization does not necessarily lead to mutual information minimization. In particular, the KL divergence is preferred for the following attractive properties:
is invariant with respect to permutation, scaling and transformation of the outputs by a nonlinear monotone function; (c) in this formulation KL divergence is equivalent to the mutual information IðyÞ that has a symmetric structure [28] :
The stochastic gradient and the natural gradient [29] were used to minimize the KL divergence with respect to the model parameters. In particular the advantages of using the natural gradient have been extensively described in literature [5, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The choice of a gradient-based procedure leads to consider the derivatives of (8) with respect to the model parameters
where c i ðy i Þ ¼ _ p i ðy i Þ=p i ðy i Þ is the so-called score function (SF). Estimation of c i ðy i Þ is a critical step for the network learning, as described in detail in Section 3.1.1.
In the following two neural feedforward and recurrent architectures for BSS are proposed. They are both based on the use of the spline neuron as a basic flexible building block. Splines are smooth parametric curves defined by interpolation of properly defined control points collected in a lookup table. This section briefly summarizes the main properties of splines and their use into the neural net framework [22, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Let y ¼ hðxÞ be some function to be estimated. The spline estimation neuron provides an approximation hðxÞ ffiỹ ¼ĥðuðxÞ; iðxÞÞ based on two parameters ðu; iÞ directly depending on x. In the general case, given N equispaced control points, the spline curve results as a polynomial interpolation through N À 1 adjacent spans. In this specific application, for each input occurrence x the spline neuron estimates hðxÞ by using four control points selected inside the lookup table. Two points are the adjacent control points on the left side of x, while the other two points are the two control points on the right side; Fig. 3 shows an example of interpolation.
If i is the index of the leftmost of the four control points and u ð0oup1Þ is the local 1 abscissa, the pair ði; uÞ is computed using a dummy variable z as follows
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Catmull Rom Spline B-Spline Fig. 3 . Example of a spline interpolation of four control points. 1 Variable u is local with respect to the distance between two adjacent control points.
where D is the length of each span. The complete expression of the spline estimation model is
where Fig. 4 represents the structure of the spline adaptive network, modelled with two blocks: GS1 and GS2. The learning algorithm of the spline neuron is local and independent of the number of control points, since only four control points are involved for each learning sample. This is the main advantage of using the spline neural net with respect to other architectures like polynomial networks or multilayer perceptrons (MLP).
The number of control points is not a critical issue in the approximation capabilities but must be properly chosen. In fact it is well-known that a high number of control points can produce overfitting and underlearning, while a reduced number of control points can cause underfitting and overlearning.
3.1.2. Spline approximation for ICA: direct estimation of score functions SFs 2 (9) can be used to define the following vector:
Example of a spline interpolation of four control points. 2 Sometimes score functions are defined in literature as in (14) with minus sign.
In the totally blind case there is no a priori information on the hidden sources or output pdf. This is the reason why the output pdf should be estimated only during the learning phase, since output signals may change. 3 Using a predetermined SF based on some a priori estimation is theoretically possible but leads to worse convergence performance. As a matter of fact, the matching between signals' pdf and the corresponding SFs is a critical issue for the learning algorithm, since it determines the performance in separation. In [18] the Gram-Charlier approximation was compared to the MLP estimator in estimating the pdf and the SFs. In [12] a polynomial function with adaptively learning coefficients was proposed. In [7, 13] a linear parametric estimation model based on a projection in a subspace spanned by nonlinear functions was described. All these approaches are limited by the fact that learning is not local and in several cases is performed off-line.
In [13] direct estimation of SFs by the least mean square (LMS) algorithm was described. Parameters were estimated by minimizing the mean square error j for each output channel j
In (15)c j ðy j ; UÞ is the spline model of the SF, while Ef:g is the expectation operator. The gradient of (15) with respect to parameters Q c of the spline model is
Assuming that y j is a random variable and c j ðy j Þ is the theoretical SF, if f is a differentiable function satisfying lim jy j j!1 p y j ðy j Þf ðy j Þ ¼ 0 then
(see [19] for the proof). Applying (17) to (15) we obtain
Eq. (18) does not contain the unknown pdf anymore but only the estimation model [19] , thus making it possible to use an unsupervised optimization algorithm. Optimization can be performed by the conventional steepest descent method:
Derivation of the cost function yields the gradient expression for the spline control points:
where D is the difference between the abscissas of adjacent control points.
Feedforward spline networks
Having explored the mixing model and the associated cost function, the next step is to define the recovering network and to derive its learning rules. The proposed feedforward architecture is made of a cascade of blocks and is depicted in Fig. 5 in the case of two sources. Several examples of FIR-based architectures are available in literature [4, 5, 8, 9, 18, 21, 26, [42] [43] [44] [45] . The critical issue of these structures is the filter length, since a high number of taps is required to invert real channels, with the consequence that the computational cost grows exponentially. In the proposed architecture, the output of the generic ith channel at time n is
Let define the input vector at time n x½n ¼ ½x 1 ½n; . . . ; x N ½n and the corresponding output vector y½n . For n ¼ 0; . . . ; M we define the vectors X ¼ ½x½0; . . . ; x½M T and Y ¼ ½y½0; . . . ; y½M T and the output pdf as follows:
where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation between X and Y (see Appendix B for the derivation of (21)). Indicating by U G and U C the parameters of the splines used to estimate the SFs and the compensating nonlinear functions, the complete set of learning parameters can be expressed by
Eq. (8) can be rewritten by replacing p Y ½y with (21), getting a new functional IfU; yg: Finally, derivation with respect to U leads to Score Function estimator In (22) 
where UðlÞ is the parameter set at the lth iteration. In particular, the gradient with respect to the elements of B is
The natural gradient can be obtained by right multiplication by B T B: The gradient with respect to the elements of the FIR matrix W is qIfU; yg qW½k 
where ðBÞ m is the mth row of the matrix B:
The natural gradient can be obtained, considering the advice of Amari [36] , by right applying the term W T ½kW½k to (25) as follows:
Eq. (26) is noncausal for lower values of k. Causality can be recovered by introducing a proper delay d on the gradient computation. The steepest descent causalized learning rule becomes
where d is set on the basis of the FIR size [30, 36] and W has been used for W½k: Some solutions exist where both sides of (25) are right multiplied by W T ½0W½0d k ; thus avoiding matrix inversion [30] . The gradient with respect to the control points Q g of the spline compensating for the nonlinear distorting functions is qIfU; yg qQ
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The learning rule for the spline neurons dedicated to the SFs can be derived from (20) . The most attractive property of the natural gradient is the equivariance for which the learning is independent with respect to the initial conditions. In addition, the natural gradient provides more stable learning and faster convergence when compared to the stochastic gradient [29, 31, 36] .
As already noted, the effectiveness of using FIR matrices is hampered by the length of filters required in practical problems. In fact, the time required for learning grows exponentially with the filter length. Preliminary results on this issue were provided in [25] .
Recurrent spline networks
Recurrent spline networks offer a more compact alternative to FIR-based architectures. MIMO recurrent nets have been already applied in the past to the problem of signal deconvolution [43, [46] [47] [48] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In this work the hybrid architecture presented in [35] has been adapted to the novel mixing model. Fig. 6 shows the proposed network when two inputs are considered. The block named GB has the same structure as the output GB block of Fig. 5 .
The output of the network is
where
Using the same notation of previous section, the output pdf can be expressed as
The set of learning parameters is U ¼ p nm ; b ij ; w rt ½k; U G ; U C j8i; j; n; m; r; t; k ¼ 0 . . . L À 1; where U G and U C have the same meaning as before. Substitution of (30) into (8) and derivation with respect to parameters gives qIfU; yg qU
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which is a little different from (22) . 4 The learning rules for the elements of B are the same of (24) for both the stochastic and the natural gradients, while the learning rule for the spline neural network that estimates the nonlinear function is derived from (28) . In addition, the gradient with respect to the elements of P is qIfU; yg qP 
Right multiplication of (32) by P T P gives the natural gradient. The gradient with respect to the IIR filter taps w is qIfU; yg
where ðBÞ i is the ith column of matrix B: The gradient for the spline model of the SF is again (20).
Experimental results
Several experimental tests were performed to assess the performance of the proposed architectures. Different solutions with different mixing environments were considered and compared. In order to make it possible the proper visualization of results, only pairs of mixed signals were considered.
Signals were assumed to lie in the range ½À1; 1 and normalized so that signals v 1 and v 2 in Fig. 2 span the range ½À0:8; 0:8: Different indexes of performance to evaluate the output separation are available in literature [1, 6, 7] . In this paper the separation index S j of the jth source was adopted [49] S j ¼ 10 log Efðy sðjÞ;j
In (34) y i;j is the ith output signal when only the jth input signal is present while sðjÞ is the output channel corresponding to the j-input. Experiment 1. The first test was used to verify the validity of Proposition 1. Two white random signals having Gaussian and uniform distributions, respectively, were considered.
The mixing matrix was
According to Proposition 1, separation was performed by the feedforward network. Fig. 7 shows the joint distributions of the source, the mixed and the recovered signals. Fig. 8 shows the separation indexes for the two sources during learning. Separation is reached after about 150 epochs. Three signals were considered in the following tests: a male speech s 1 ; a female speech s 2 and white gaussian noise s 3 : These signals are shown in Fig. 9 , together with their empirical distributions. Fig. 10 shows the joint pdf of pairs ½s 1 ; s 2 and ½s 2 ; s 3 : For all mixing environments the nonlinear distortion applied was 
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The recurrent demixing structure of Fig. 4 was employed, with 20-tap filters and 53 spline control points. The learning rates were m spline ¼ 10 À6 ; m W ¼ 10 À5 ; m B ¼ 10 À5 : Training was stopped after 180 epochs. Fig. 11 shows the results. Effective separation was confirmed also by listening tests. 
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The recurrent architecture was used again, with 30-tap filters and 53 spline control points. The same learning rates of Experiment 2.1 were employed. Fig. 14 shows the separation results after 80 learning epochs.
Results are quite good, especially when considering the difficult mixing environment and the reduced number of learning epochs. Recovered signals and their joint distribution are presented in Fig. 18 . Fig. 19(a) shows the filter taps of the demixing structure W½k; while Fig. 19(b) depicts the evolution of the separation indexes. Remarks. A first consideration is that the recurrent architectures produce demixed outputs with the same quality of the FIR networks but using a reduced set of learning parameters, with the consequence of a lower computational cost. The number of spline control points does not substantially affect the computational effort, since each learning step involves only four control points. A critical issue concerning the choice of the spline control points is the occurrence of low-value outputs during the learning phase, with the risk of a low estimation resolution. Convergence of the algorithms was demonstrated by averaging through an extensive set of different environments, for each pair of sources and each recovering architecture. For each set of sources, 20 experiments were performed for both architectures, with different initializations, and the average separation index was computed. Table 2 summarizes these results.
The average values of the separation index in Table 2 provide an empirical verification of the algorithm convergence also when correlated sources are considered.
Conclusion
In this paper a novel type of mixing environment consisting in the convolutive mixing of PNL mixtures was introduced and described. Proof of existence and uniqueness of the solution was provided. The proposed separation algorithms employed flexible spline networks to perform local on-line estimation of the unknown functions (pdf and nonlinear compensating functions).
Since the natural gradient was used, the learning algorithm of every single neural block is equivariant by itself, but considering all the three blocks together this attractive property cannot be guaranteed, thus possibly leading to an increase of the learning time. Quality of the results was verified in different mixing environmental conditions in terms of separation indexes of the sources.
The proposed algorithm works by enforcing both spatial and temporal independence by minimizing the cost function proposed in (8) .
The best results have been obtained with white sources but good performances have been reached also in the separation of voice signals (that are not white) due to the robustness of the proposed algorithm. Given the channel model (7), it is easy to verify that if s½n is a spatially independent random vector, under the given assumptions, y½n will be spatially independent too and the channel does not produce any mixing. Given the mixing model FfA; F; Zg; assumptions (a)-(c) guarantee that there exist a matrix B; N functions g i ½ and a matrix W½k in which each element is an MA filter of at most infinite order, 5 such that:
Based on (35), the input-output transformation can be written as BG½W½n Ã Z½nFfAs½ng ¼ PKDs½n: Necessary condition: uniqueness of the solution. 5 An important corollary of the famous Wold decomposition [50] ensures that an ARMA model can be represented as MA model or AR model of at most infinite order. In practice, finite order MA models for those infinite order are often sufficiently accurate, because the order of the filter was properly chosen to yield acceptable error in inversion. This is to prove that if y½n is a spatially independent random vector, the channel model must be (7) . The transformation mapping s into y is . ð36Þ
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Given the channel H½k ¼ W½k Ã Z½k (using the notation of Lambert [26] ), let B be the set of pairs of indexes ði; jÞ such that h ij ½ka0 for some integer k. We first introduce the two following propositions.
Proposition A. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, for each possible pair ði; jÞ 2 B there is at most one value k ¼k such that h i;j ½ka0: Moreover considering two different pairs ði; jÞ and ðk; lÞ in B thenk ij ¼k kl :
Proof. Considering that both B; A; FðÞ and GðÞ are static applications but H is convolutive so, if there were more than one valuek; the output signal y½n could not be white as assumed in hypothesis. Indeed considering the second part of Eq. (36) It is well known that N independent signals (of finite support, as hypothesis (d) of Proposition 1 assumes) have joint pdf in an ''hyper rectangular'' support (see [51] for problem in R 2 ; an example is in Fig. 21(a) ) so s 2 I S : ½a 1 ; b 1 Â Á Á Á Â ½a N ; b N ; the same can be assumed for the independent outputs so: y 2 I Y : ½a h i of an independent R 2 random vector produces a random vector for which the support of the joint pdf is a parallelogram where the slope of the borders are a 11 =a 21 and a 21 =a 22 as in Fig. 21(b) . Extending the concept to R N ; the vector r : r ¼ As has a joint distribution with hyper-parallelogram support on the r space. The vector p p :
has the pdf with the typical support of ''PNL mixing''; an example in R 2 is in Fig. 21(b) . For the hypothesis of output independence y has the same hyper-rectangular support of the vector s admitting at most a different scaling factor. If b À1 ij is the ijth element of the inverse of the matrix B; the vector v :
has an hyper-parallelogram domain generally different from the one of vector r: Moreover the vector r differs from the vector v for at most a linear nonsingular transform : q :
has the pdf with the typical support of ''PNL mixing''; an example in R 2 is in Fig. 21(c) . From the structure of the global input-output model (36) (Fig. (20) ) it is possible to see that vector q can be obtained from vector p by the linear mapping H : p À! H q:
Finally (39) and (41) must both hold. By substitution of (40), (41) and (37) inside (39), it results:
Considering the well-known results about the uniqueness of the inverse function, (42) is true if and only if at least one of the following is true:
1. nonlinear function g i and f i ; for each i ¼ 1; . . . ; N are in effect linear functions; 2. for the right side of each equation of (42) 8i; 9!j : h ij a0:
The first assumption is in contrast with the hypothesis. So if more than one pair ði; jÞ 2 B had the same first (or second) component, at least two output variables would not be independent considering the structure of the input output model (5) and (6) . Then if the cardinality of B were less than the number of rows (or columns) it would not be possible to obtain N independent output components. & Merging results of Propositions A and B, the pdf of s can be written as a function of the pdf of y 
Solutions of (44) 
where w sðiÞ ðs sðiÞ Þ is a generic function depending only on s sðiÞ (that is the source for the ith output). Considering the results of Propositions A and B, (44) can be written for each channel
b ij g j ½h jq ½kf q ððAÞ q sÞ,
where ðAÞ q is the qth row of matrix A: Then without any loss of generality taking sðiÞ ¼ i
Derivation with respect to s yields 
Considering s 1 and s 2 as coordinates of the hypersurface HðsÞ; (48) should be evaluated in s 1 and in s 2 as follows:
Then eliminating B : A.
As expressed in assumption (a), matrix A is regular. For each pair of nonzero elements of A it is possible to write: 
where P is a permutation matrix. &
Appendix B
The Jacobian matrix in (21) has been derived extending the method used in [11] to the novel mixing-demixing environment introduced in this paper. Considering vectors Y ¼ ½y½0; . . . ; y½M T and X ¼ ½x½0; . . . ; x½M T ; it is possible to express the demixing model as 
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The Jacobian of (55) 
The global Jacobian matrix is a block triangular matrix, each block of the diagonal of (56) 
For a better understanding it is possible to develop the computation of (58) in R 2 and then extend it to R N : The expression of (58) in R 2 is
M¼1
b im _ g m ½v m w mj ½0. 
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It is possible to obtain (61) considering that:
each term which does not contain the product of all the N terms g h ½v h like _ g 1 ½v 1 ½i Á _ g 2 ½v 2 ½i Á . . . Á _ g N ½v N ½i but contains _ g 1 ½v 1 ½i 2 Á _ g 3 ½v 2 ½i Á . . . Á _ g N ½v N ½i can be simplified; terms which contain _ g 1 ½v 1 ½i Á _ g 2 ½v 2 ½i Á . . . Á _ g N ½v N ½i can be grouped together; among the terms obtained by grouping _ g 1 ½v 1 ½i Á _ g 2 ½v 2 ½i Á . . . Á _ g N ½v N ½i; it is possible to isolate the products of the determinant of matrix B and of matrix W½0 .
From the above consideration it is possible to derive the following:
Eq. (62) is the expression of the Jacobian used in (21) . &
